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Objectives
Describe postlanding activities, 
St /N St d i iay o ay ec s ons
Describe Systems Checkout tasks, 
alignments, landing site position 
determination
Part 1 Part 2 Part 3
Post-Touchdown Lunar 
Surface & Systems 
Ch k t
Surface Duration Pre-Launch Lunar Surface 
& CSM Plane Change
ec ou
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Electrical, Environmental, Communications Systems - Go
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First Stay/No Stay Decision
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Systems Checkouts
Alignments Drift Checks and State Vector Updates,  ,    
Essentially, these tasks were performed to provide the most accurate 
LM iti th f id d i th t ll id pos on on e moon or gu ance an  nsure a  a  gu ance 
systems had the most accurate state vector data, and IMU alignment, 
both of which were essential for ascent.
The various alignment techniques were used to obtain most accurate          
IMU alignment.
IMU were highly susceptible to drift, so alignments were done 
repeatedly.
Alignment Options
• Alignment Techniques (AT)  
AT-0 : LM Y & Z body axis
AT-1: Z body axis & measured gravity vector       
AT-2: Two star vectors
AT 3: Star Vector & measured gravity vector-       
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Time (hr:min) Lunar Module (LM) Activity
Touchdown + 1:00 Enter Abort Guidance System (AGS) insertion        
targeting
Receive uplinked LM position vector on the 
lunar surface (RLS) (if different from onboard) 
and Command Service Module (CSM) state      
vector
1:20 Confirm Stay/No Stay for lunar stay.  Receive 
recommendation of best guidance system for 
launch
1:45 Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Rendezvous Radar (RR) tracking of CSM
2:00 Power down RR, AGS, LM Guidance 
Computer (LGC) and Inertial Measurement ,    
Unit (IMU)  to STANDBY
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Lunar Module (LM) Activity
Touchdown + 1:00 Enter Abort Guidance System (AGS) insertion        
targeting
Receive uplinked LM position vector on the 
lunar surface (RLS) (if different from onboard) 
and Command Service Module (CSM) state      
vector
Confirm Stay/No Stay for lunar stay.  Receive 
recommendation of best guidance system for 
launch
RLS
Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Rendezvous Radar (RR) tracking of CSM
Power down RR, AGS, LM Guidance 
Computer (LGC) and Inertial Measurement ,    
Unit (IMU)  to STANDBY
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Lunar Module (LM) Activity
Touchdown + 1:00 Enter Abort Guidance System (AGS) insertion       
targeting
Receive uplinked LM position vector on the 
lunar surface (RLS) (if different from onboard) 
and Command Service Module (CSM) state      
vector
+ 1:20 Confirm Stay/No Stay for lunar stay.  Receive 
recommendation of best guidance system for 
launch
+ 1:45 Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Rendezvous Radar (RR) tracking of CSM
+ 2:00 Power down RR, AGS, LM Guidance 
Computer (LGC) and Inertial Measurement ,    
Unit (IMU)  to STANDBY
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Lunar Module (LM) Activity
Touchdown + 1:00 Enter Abort Guidance System (AGS) insertion        
targeting
Receive uplinked LM position vector on the 
lunar surface (RLS) (if different from onboard) 
and Command Service Module (CSM) state      
vector
Confirm Stay/No Stay for lunar stay.  Receive 
recommendation of best guidance system for 
launch
+ 1:45 Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Rendezvous Radar (RR) tracking of CSM
Power down RR, AGS, LM Guidance 
Computer (LGC) and Inertial Measurement ,    
Unit (IMU)  to STANDBY
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Lunar Module (LM) Activity
Touchdown + 1:00 Enter Abort Guidance System (AGS) insertion       
targeting
Receive uplinked LM position vector on the 
lunar surface (RLS) (if different from onboard) 
and Command Service Module (CSM) state      
vector
+ 1:20 Confirm Stay/No Stay for lunar stay.  Receive 
recommendation of best guidance system for 
launch
+ 1:45 Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Rendezvous Radar (RR) tracking of CSM
+ 2:00 Power down RR, AGS, LM Guidance 
Computer (LGC) and Inertial Measurement ,    
Unit (IMU)  to STANDBY
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Command Service Module (CSM) 
Activity
Touchdown + 0:15 Select P52 (Inertial Measurement Unit  (IMU) 
Realignment program) to pre Powered 
Descent Initiation (PDI) REFSMMAT
1:20 Confirm Stay/No Stay for nominal lunar stay      
Receive Lunar Module (LM) position vector on 
the lunar surface (RLS) and CSM state vector
1:45 Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Sextant (SXT) tracking of landmark
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Command Service Module (CSM) 
Activity
Touchdown + 0:15 Select P52 (Inertial Measurement Unit  (IMU) 
Realignment program) to pre Powered 
Descent Initiation (PDI) REFSMMAT
+ 1:20 Confirm Stay/No Stay for nominal lunar stay       
Receive Lunar Module (LM) position vector on 
the lunar surface (RLS) and CSM state vector
1:45 Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Sextant (SXT) tracking of landmark
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Command Service Module (CSM) 
Activity
Touchdown + 0:15 Select P52 (Inertial Measurement Unit  (IMU) 
Realignment program) to pre Powered 
Descent Initiation (PDI) REFSMMAT
+ 1:20 Confirm Stay/No Stay for nominal lunar stay       
Receive Lunar Module (LM) position vector on 
the lunar surface (RLS) and CSM state vector
Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Sextant (SXT) tracking of landmark
RLS
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Command Service Module (CSM) 
Activity
Touchdown + 0:15 Select P52 (Inertial Measurement Unit  (IMU) 
Realignment program) to pre Powered 
Descent Initiation (PDI) REFSMMAT
+ 1:20 Confirm Stay/No Stay for nominal lunar stay       
Receive Lunar Module (LM) position vector on 
the lunar surface (RLS) and CSM state vector
+ 1:45 Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Sextant (SXT) tracking of landmark
Systems Checkout
Time (hr:min) Command Service Module (CSM) 
Activity
Touchdown + 0:15 Select P52 (Inertial Measurement Unit  (IMU) 
Realignment program) to pre Powered 
Descent Initiation (PDI) REFSMMAT
Confirm Stay/No Stay for nominal lunar stay      
Receive Lunar Module (LM) position vector on 
the lunar surface (RLS) and CSM state vector
Select P22 (Landmark Tracking Program) –
Sextant (SXT) tracking of landmark
